Kenneth Goldsmith in his introduction to Uncreative Writing, Managing
Language in the Digital Age (2011)
writes: “In 1969 the conceptual
artist Douglas Huebler wrote, “The yours.”1 And Goldsmith further adds,
world is full of objects, more or less in a special section titled ‘On the
interesting; I do not wish to add Copy’ featured in a recent issue of
any more.” I’ve come to embrace Mousse that was introduced by the
Huebler’s ideas, though it might editors with a reminder that “Copy
be retooled as “The world is full of comes from the Latin copius, source
texts, more or less interesting; I do of abundance:”2 “Recycled language
not wish to add any more.” It seems is politically and ecologically sustainan appropriate response to a new able, promoting reuse and recondicondition in writing today: faced tioning as opposed to the manufacwith an unprecedented amount of ture and consumption of the new,
available text, the problem is not counteracting rampant global capineeding to write more of it; instead, talist consumption by admitting that
we must learn to negotiate the vast language cannot be owned or posquantity that exists. How I make my sessed, that it is a shared and endway through this thicket of informa- lessly abundant resource.”3 Spontation—how I manage it, how I parse neously, resourcefulness associates
it, how I organize and distribute it—is itself with situations of scarcity when
what distinguishes my writing from ‘making do’ with what is at hand is
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a necessary strategy, and yet, living
under the twin signs of Austerity
and Abundance, there is a case to
be made for resourcefulness in situations of excess: when the question
of how to continue to produce texts,
images and objects in times of digital
and plastic abundance nags. If “ideas in literature [and elsewhere] have
been shared, riffed, culled, reused,
recycled, swiped, stolen, quoted, lifted, duplicated, gifted, appropriated,
mimicked, and pirated for as long as
literature has existed,”4 new strategies are being used such as “word
processing, databasing, recycling,
appropriation, intentional plagiarism,
identity ciphering, and intensive programming, to name but a few.”5 In
his essay The Total Library from 1939,
Jorge Luis Borges quoted Lewis Carroll: ““Soon” he says, “literary men
will not ask themselves, ‘What book
shall I write?’ but ‘Which book?’””
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